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Cole Hersee CO
Cummins Engines
Detroit Diesel Corp
Deutz Corp
Donaldson Co
Eaton Corp
Enginaire
Federal Signal Corp
Firestone Industrial Products Co
Forfam Inc
Fras-Le North America Inc
Hatz Diesel of America Inc
Hendrickson
Innovative Electronics Inc
Intermotive Vehicle Controls
John Deere Construction & Forestry
John Deere Power Systems
Kistler-Morse Corp
Kohler Co.
Korman Signs Inc
KTSDI LLC
Kubota Engine America Corp
Leggett & Platt Commercial Vehicle
Products
Liebherr Concrete Technology Co
Mack Trucks Inc
Masterack Div of Leggett & Platt CVP

MCT Group
Mobil Elektronik
Mutual Industries Inc
Navistar Inc
Odyne Systems LLC
OTR Wheel Engineering
Ox Bodies Inc
Peterbilt Motors Co
Plant Architects/Plant Outﬁtters
Preco Electronics, Inc.
PreView Radar System Div of Preco
Rhino Linings
Safety Vision LP
Sonnax Industries
Teletrac Inc
Trackmobile LLC
Trimble Construction Logistics
Truck-Lite Co Inc
Vince Hagan Co, The
VMAC-Vehicle Mounted Air
Compressors
Vulcan On-Board Scales
Watson & Chalin Mfg
Yanmar America Corp
ZF Sales & Service North America
LLC

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
& REPAIR
Accela Inc
Aervoe Industries Inc
AgileAssets Inc
Ankem Chemicals International
Arrow Magnolia International Inc.
Arsenault Associates
Baldwin Filters
Bar’s Products Inc
ChemSpec USA
Cirus Controls
Clean Energy Fuel Corp
Coast 2 Coast
Cortec Corp
Covercraft Industries Inc
Creative Material Technologies Ltd
Dieselcraft Fluid Engineering
Donaldson Co
Doran Mfg Inc
Eaton Corp
EnerSys
Enterprise Fleet Services
Fluid Film
Fortrans Inc
FuelForce MultiForce Systems
geoAMPS

Gilbarco Veeder-Root
HCSS
Howes Lubricator
Interclean Equipment Inc
Iowa Mold Tooling Co Inc
John Deere Construction & Forestry
Jonel Engineering
Keytroller, LLC
Location Technologies
Lucity Inc
Lytx Inc
Mohawk Resources
MPAQ Automation Inc
Navistar Inc
Navman Wireless
OPW Fuel Management Systems
Plews & Edelmann
Power Kleen Corp
Precise MRM A Subsidiary of Force
America
Progressive Dynamics Inc
Progressive Solutions Corp
Pyramid Communications
Radio Satellite Integrators
Ready Jet
Redtail Telematics Corp.
Rhino Linings

Fleet Factors

Optimizing Your
Fleet Replacement
Policy
Producers incorporate
more than operating costs
in upsizing decisions.
By Ryan Brown

38

ready-mix concrete industry consumes about 75% of the cement shipped in the U.S. And
the NRMCA estimates the industry is making do with about
55,000 concrete mixer trucks — a number that has stayed fairly constant for five years. After adopting a wait-and-see attitude
following the recession of 2008, many ready-mix producers are
now pulling the trigger to upsize their fleets.
But as any concrete producer knows, operating and maintaining a fleet of trucks is not only a necessity, but also a big
capital expenditure. It may seem better to continue to feed the
hungry beast of truck costs while the day-to-day lead time service rages on with customers. But at what point does avoiding
a fleet upgrade begin to erode the bottom line and damage
your hard-earned relationship with your customers?
Some independent operators have already recognized the
opportunity costs in the marketplace and thus carved out a
lasting advantage by emphasizing reliability. “We manage to
a pretty high standard,” says the owner of one independent
ready-mix concrete provider in Houston. “Some competitors
overbook badly and do not always show up for a job. We are
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Rhomar Industries Inc
Riveer Co
Riviera Brush Co.
RMC Solutions

RMC CYCLONE
Stop buildup
in mixer drums.
Eliminate chipping
Save money.

Road King Technologies
RoMix Chemical & Brush Inc
Ryder Fuel Services
SFA Companies
SkyGuard LLC
Sopus Products
Sysdyne Technologies LLC
Teletrac Inc
TMW Systems Inc
Transcube USA
Trimble Construction Logistics
U.S. Corrosion Technologies
Ueven LLC
Vehicle & Equipment Washers Inc
WD-40 Co.
Xora ClickSoftware Co
Zep Mfg
Zonar

Contact ronaldpitt@mac.com
or visit

rmccyclone.com

a responsible supplier known for being on time, standing behind our product, and not taking on more work than we can
handle. My reputation is the main thing I can lean on and the
reason people choose to do business with us.”
While there is no single generally accepted way of determining when to replace/upsize, there are processes in place to
help. To make the best balanced decision in the real world, it’s
best to consider both quantitative and qualitative factors. To
be sure, direct costs have to be considered when deciding when
to replace an asset. However, indirect impacts like opportunity
costs and driver retention also complicate things.
The quantitative effort

Life cycle costing (LCC) seeks to ﬁnd the optimum “economic
life” of a particular asset considering acquisition, maintenance,
operational, and disposal costs over the time it is held.
The chief aim of any life cycle cost analysis is to minimize
the total cost of ownership. The economic life of a truck can
vary from operation to another depending on interest rates,
depreciation, maintenance, and overhead. However, the cost
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of ownership is generally deﬁned by:
1. cost of maintenance per year,
2. cost of operating per year, and
3. the cost of capital over the useful life.
4. The result of these cost calculations is the formation
of a curve that shows the total cost of ownership.
The lowest point in this curve is the best time to
be in possession of an asset.
Total truck
costs ($)
Purchase cost

Annualized
lifecycle cost

Minimum cost
of ownership

Annualized
operating costs

for the next few years?
■ What market segments are underserved from lack of
capacity? Are there opportunities for external hauling
and other contractual services?
■ How exposed is your operation to a catastrophic failure
from wear and tear?
■ What impact has your unexpected downtime had on
your customer’s operation? How serious is the risk they
will jump to another local player in the market that can
service them better?
The desired answers to these questions form the skeletal
framework for your answer. The ranges on the LCC model
provide your alternatives. These can be funneled into a decision analysis matrix in which weights and scores are assigned
to each component of the overall decision.

Decision
Criteria
Optimal age

Annualized
capital costs
Years

Region of
lowest
replacement
priority

Region of
optimality

Region of
high
replacement
priority

Figure 1: Under the Life Cycle Cost model, acquisition costs
decrease over the vehicle life since the cost is spread over
more years. At the same time, operational expenses rise
over the years. There is a region of optimality, a point in time
where the total cost of ownership is minimized, and that
deﬁnes the optimal life cycle from a quantitative standpoint.

Criteria
Imprtance
Scale
(1–10)

Choice 1:
Replace at
9 years

Choice 1
Score

Choice 2:
Replace at
12 years

Choice 2
Score

Keep
operational
costs at
budgeted level

9

8

72
(9×8)

4

36
(9×4)

Provide
uninterrupteed
delivery

10

10

100

7

70

Improve driver
retention
by 15%

6

9

54

3

18

Improve brand
perception

2

2

4

0

0

Total weighted
score

40

124

Figure 2: This example decision analysis incorporates
the trade-in points identiﬁed from the LCC model and the
other business situation requirements from qualitative
discussions. In this case, replacing trucks older than nine
years is the superior option.

The qualitative dimensions

It would be easiest if all our decisions could be ﬁnalized from
numerical analysis alone. But in reality, data analysis is generally just the starting point. Used in conjunction from the
LCC analysis, indirect impacts like opportunity costs of lost
sales, shots to corporate image, safety risks, and driver retention also have inﬂuence. The key is to make the components
of the decision making as unbiased and measurable as possible.
A decision matrix that’s packed with “weighted” objective criteria can go a very long way in achieving clarity on the right
breakpoints for your particular organization. Components of
this table might be based on questions like:
■ How close is your cost per mile compared to other similar
ﬂeets within your delivery radius? How much extra
margin do they have to play with?
■ What estimated impacts on driver retention will
upgraded trucks give you? How important is this
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Life cycle costing seeks to ﬁnd the optimum economic life
of a particular asset, considering acquisition, maintenance, operational, and disposal costs over the time it is held. Decision
analysis plays a dual part in both bringing diﬀerent viewpoints
together and delivering the best, balanced answer. The economic life of a machine depends on interest rates, depreciation, maintenance, and overhead. The economic life of your
business depends on being right. TCP
Ryan Brown is the founding consultant at Next Level Essentials
LLC, a proﬁt improvement practice for the construction materials
industry. E-mail ryan.brown@nextlevelessentials.net;
visit www.nextlevelessentials.net.
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